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In just a few years, online education has moved from the realm of  hardcore technologists 
squarely into the mainstream. More than a quarter of  all students enrolled in accredited 
institutions of  higher learning are now taking at least one course online. Faculty, students, 
and institutions are increasingly mastering the art and science of  online instruction, going 
far beyond yesterday’s “one-size-fits-all” offerings. Reflecting this progress, independent 
researchers are concluding that online courses can deliver learning outcomes as good as 
—or better than—the traditional campus classroom1. 

Today, online programs can help strengthen your institution in many ways. They can help 
you serve new students who might otherwise be out of  reach. They can strengthen your 
institutional reputation and brand, thus increasing both enrollment and graduation rates in 
your most strategic programs. And they can foster deeper faculty-student interaction  
and engagement in ways your students have come to expect—without overburdening  
your instructors.

As academic leaders survey the unprecedented pressures their institutions face, it’s no 
surprise that many have identified online program delivery as a key priority. 

In Babson Survey Research Group’s 2014 annual survey, 
70.8% called online learning “critical” to their long-term 
strategy, an all-time high. Meanwhile, 95% of institutions 
with 5,000+ students now offer at least one distance/
online course or program. 

As online education has moved beyond the “early adopter” era, students and other 
stakeholders are demanding more, and institutions face more aggressive competition. 
Increasingly, you must “skate to where the puck will be,” that is, anticipate what your 
students will need two, five, even ten years from now.

Therefore, it’s more important than ever to identify the right strategies, markets, and 
resources. It’s crucial to make the best possible decisions about program choices and 
marketing, based on thorough research and analysis. And it’s essential to smoothly 
integrate all the functions required to effectively execute your plans.

1 For example: Evaluation of  Evidence-Based Practices in Online Learning: A Meta-Analysis and Review of  Online Learning Studies, U.S. Department of  
Education, Revised September 2010, Barbara Means, Yukie Toyama, Robert Murphy, Marianne Bakia, Karla Jones, Center for Technology in Learning. 
“Students in online conditions performed modestly better, on average, than those learning the same material through traditional face-to-face instruction.”
2 Grade Level: Tracking Online Education in the United States, I. Elaine Allen, Ph.D., Jeff Seaman, Ph.D., Babson Survey Research Group, February 2015
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But, as challenging as all this is, you can’t let processes and financial issues distract you from 
why you do what you do. Online higher education is about finding new ways to do what 
you’re already so passionate about: helping students build better lives; preparing engaged 
and informed citizens; serving your communities… changing the world.

The outcomes you want to achieve online are diverse and complex, and you need to 
achieve them at scale. To do this, academic leaders often partner with outside experts, 
widely known as Online Program Management providers (OPMs). 

The goal of  an OPM partnership is to quickly access all the expertise and resources 
needed to succeed online, and then leverage these capabilities to actually implement a 
successful program. However, potential partners vary widely in their skillsets, business 
models, and experience. And, for institutions, an OPM relationship is unusually intimate: 
OPMs handle many tasks that are central to their reputation, and often present themselves 
to students as the institution. 

Therefore, for deans, provosts, and faculty, the stakes are high. You need confidence that 
you’ll be working with a true, collaborative partner, not just a “vendor.” 

The good news is that many exceptionally successful OPM partnerships exist, and they 
offer practical lessons and clear pathways for both institutions and OPM providers. 
Right now, the OPM provider model is empowering many leading institutions of  higher 
education to accomplish far more online, and leverage more innovation, than they ever 
could have on their own. 

At Pearson Embanet, we pioneered the OPM concept. We’ve been partnering with 
world-class institutions since 1993, and we’ve gained extensive practical knowledge and 
experience along the way. This guide distills our experience to walk you through the 
lifecycle of  a successful OPM partnership and help you address two crucial issues:

1. How can you establish a partnership that offers the 
greatest potential for success, with the least risk?

2. How can you manage and evolve your partnership 
to scale and sustain excellence in all aspects of 
your program, including student outcomes, financial 
performance, and reputation?
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U.S. online growth slowed to 3.7%... but that’s

still 3x overall U.S. enrollment growth (+1.2%).

OnlineOverall

Online growth remained robust in 
many key sectors.

5,257,379 

Online Education: A Key Driver of  Institutional Growth

In 2013

+3.7%

+1.2%

+1.2%

+1.2%

higher education students were enrolled  

in at least one online/distance course.  

That’s more than 1/4 of all students.

Private non-profit 
four-year

Public four-year

12.7% 7.2%
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Online Program Management providers typically share or assume responsibility for key 
tasks in several areas of  online program delivery. These include:

• Assessing market opportunities and planning program strategy

• Helping the institution develop a sustainable financial and resource plan for its  
online programs

• Marketing to prospective students and guiding them through enrollment

• Providing ongoing student support and retention services, from registration  
through graduation

• Supporting faculty with the instructional design services and/or specialized training they 
need to create and deliver successful online courses

Many approaches, many business models
While most OPM providers offer services in each key area, they vary widely in how they 
deliver these services. 

For example, some OPM providers identify a single existing program they want to 
move online, and focus their research and marketing solely on that potential offering. In 
contrast, other providers start with comprehensive research about the institution and its 
environment: research that often identifies unexpected opportunities. These might include 
existing on-ground programs, but often go well beyond them. 

Another example: some OPM providers assume that individual faculty members will take 
the lead in building their own online classes. The OPM provider may give faculty access to 
a standard delivery platform, and provide occasional advice from third-party  
consultants it engages.

In contrast, other OPM providers assign a full-time instructional designer to work one-on-
one with the faculty member, unless the institution prefers otherwise. In these scenarios, 
the instructional designer may propose potential pedagogical approaches based on a 
detailed understanding of  the course, its students, and the faculty member’s preferred 
approach to instruction. The instructional designer will then implement the approach 
selected by the faculty member as most appropriate. The OPM provider remains tightly 
focused on the goal of  helping each faculty member successfully teach what they love. 
Faculty are not called upon to become experts on learning technology, unless they  
wish to do so. 
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OPM provider business models also vary widely. Typical 
models include revenue share, fee-for-service, and a hybrid 
combination of these.

 
In a revenue share arrangement, the OPM provider typically provides significant upfront 
investment to help the institution rapidly get to market and is compensated by a 
percentage of  tuition generated by the program. Revenue share approaches typically 
assume a partnership that will last several years: long enough for the institution’s 
program to become well established, and for the OPM provider to earn back its upfront 
investment. These long-term partnerships can and should be carefully structured to 
minimize risk and align the goals of  both parties.

Conversely, in a fee-for-service arrangement, the OPM provider generally delivers (and is 
immediately paid for) a narrower set of  services. For example, an OPM organization might 
manage marketing to prospective students, with the institution retaining responsibility for 
admissions and enrollment. In most fee-for-service arrangements, the institution has the 
resources to pay its partner and to perform the tasks it keeps in-house. The institution 
is also confident in its ability to manage the interfaces with its partners and to ensure 
accountability for the overall program.
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Who’s learning online and what do they want?
All kinds of  people are learning online. Here are two of  the largest groups:

ADULT LEARNERS
• Soon to be 40% of  all post-secondary students

• Fastest rates of  increase through 2020: age 25+

• Need skills to compete

• Reflect changing demographics, e.g., immigration,  
higher retirement ages

• Benefit from tech advances that improve working 
adults’ accessibility to education

• Generally know what they’re looking for in an 
institution, and are shopping for it

MILLENNIALS
• 81 million people born from 1982-2002

• Will represent fastest growing % of  post-secondary 
enrollments through 2030

• Want maximum choice in programs, degrees,  
and learning environments

• Move seamlessly between online and on-ground 
delivery; are comfortable in blended classrooms

• Expect institutions to communicate in new ways

• Most live relatively close to campus—even those who 
intend to learn entirely online

• Expect more flexibility within a clear structure, as well 
as more feedback, recognition, and opportunities  
for teamwork

• Will leave if  they aren’t getting what they want

Both adult learners and millennials want new options to support their increasingly 
diverse goals, outcomes, and lifestyles. Online education can strengthen an institution by 
providing these.



FIND the 
BEST OPM 
PARTNER  
for YOU
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Since the OPM relationship is so intimate, institutions need to know: will my OPM 
behave as a true partner, or merely as a vendor? Of  course, every OPM promises a deep 
commitment to your success. But no OPM is ideal for every institution, and no institution 
is ideal for every OPM. This section offers our best advice on selecting the partner that’s 
right for you.

The process begins by asking yourself  some tough questions. It’s OK if  some of  your 
answers are provisional: the right partner will help you refine them as you gain more clarity 
about potential markets, competitors, and brand perception. (We’ll discuss this later, in 
Plan Together.)

Ask yourself:

• What are your institutional goals for going online, or for expanding your current 
elearning presence?

• Who are your students? How are they changing? What do they expect? How do they 
learn best?

• Who else do you hope to serve?

• What existing institutional strengths can you build on?

• In your online initiatives to date (if  any), what has and hasn’t worked?

• What are your faculty’s attitudes and concerns about online instruction? (We 
recommend including faculty and working to earn their support from the earliest stages 
of  planning, and attempting to remove structural obstacles and disincentives that make it 
harder for them to participate.) 

• Which relevant resources and skillsets does your institution possess? Which are 
missing? Which are of greatest concern?

• How is your institution viewed by potential students?

• What has been your approach to marketing and recruitment? (Many institutions 
assume that inadequate marketing is their primary obstacle to success, but marketing 
is deeply linked to other aspects of  program planning and delivery. Similarly, some 
institutions underestimate the cost and complexity of  student recruitment in an 
environment where prospects are constantly being bombarded with messages of  every 
imaginable kind.) 

• Who are your competitors? What are their strengths and weaknesses?

• What obstacles to innovation do you face? How have you overcome them in the past?

• Based on what you know now, what might your successful online program look 
like in five years?
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Put your concerns front and center 
Once you know roughly where you stand and what you want, you have a foundation for 
exploration with potential partners. Of  course, these conversations will also focus on 
your set of  reasonable concerns about OPM relationships: for example, concerns about 
control, risk, transparency, academic quality, student outcomes, faculty workloads, needs, 
interests, and cost.

You need specific and credible answers to all of  your concerns. And you deserve the 
opportunity to validate those answers in depth with other institutions that have worked 
with the OPM—preferably with institutions that have profiles similar to yours.

“Today, students are comfortable moving seamlessly 
between face-to-face, online, and hybrid instruction. 
Instead of  thinking about online as serving a very specific 
audience, think of  it as a strategy for everyone, with 
different dosages for different segments.”

 
—Jeff Selingo 

Best-selling author of  College (Un)Bound  
and former top editor, The Chronicle of  Higher Education
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Ask potential OPM partners tough questions 
The following questions can help you identify your best partner and gain confidence  
in your choice. 

Please discuss the breadth, depth, and diversity of programs you’ve supported.  
For example, can the OPM flexibly support new forms of  instruction, differing tuition  
rates for the same program, or new external partnerships that may drive sudden  
spikes in enrollment? 

Paradigm cases for such partnerships include Arizona State University’s agreement  
with Starbucks to offer college education to all qualified full-time employees; and its  
recent agreement with edX to offer Global Freshman Academy, which is likely to  
attract thousands of  students worldwide – many of  whom will move on to other  
ASU online programs.

Please discuss your experience and flexibility in supporting programs at multiple 
levels, from undergraduate to Ph.D.  
Many institutions will pursue a strategy of  “suites and verticals,” gradually expanding 
across a discipline, and then up and down—for example, adding undergraduate programs 
to an existing online master’s program. However, some OPM providers have had a 
narrower focus. For example, they may have a specialty in delivering masters programs 
or smaller certificate programs, or serving only very small institutions. They may have less 
experience helping institutions expand beyond these narrow constraints.

DOCTORATE

Business 
Administration Finance Marketing Economics

MASTER

BACHELOR

ASSOCIATE
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How have you supported alternative instructional modalities and approaches?  
The preferences and expectations of  students, employers, and other stakeholders are 
changing rapidly. This is driving dramatic change in instructional modalities and other 
aspects of  your online program. For example, students are experiencing flexible and fast-
paced models of  education such as privately sponsored short courses and technology 
“boot camps.” They are increasingly welcoming hybrid or blended learning models 
which combine online delivery with in-person interactions. And they are responding to 
innovative degree pathways such as Competency-Based Education (CBE), in which they 
receive credit for what they already know. Can your OPM partner help you create these 
diverse offerings to meet student and market demand?

Please discuss institutions you’ve supported that are similar to ours.  
Some OPM providers have established their businesses by serving specific types of  
institutions; their experiences may or may not be relevant to you. For example, a public 
four-year college might prefer an OPM provider that has significant experience with other 
public four-year schools, rather than one that has worked primarily with for-profit schools. 

 
How will you support our faculty? 
Many faculty present challenging but fair questions about online education and the role of  
OPM providers. These questions deserve candid and detailed discussion. For example:

• How does the OPM provider protect academic quality and help to ensure the 
outcomes we want?

• What has happened to the academic rankings of the programs you are  
involved with?

• How does the OPM provider support rather than interfere with each faculty 
member’s teaching approach and discipline expertise?

• How can online education be organized, staffed, and supported so that it 
doesn’t create unsustainable faculty workloads?

• To teach online, must faculty take time away from critical research and in-
person instruction to master complex learning technologies?

• Who sets academic policies and admissions standards? How do we know 
standards won’t be compromised to increase revenue?

• How do you prevent plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty?

In our experience, all of  these questions have reasonable answers. Ask for them— 
and ask the OPM provider to support them with examples from their own relationships.
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What program sizes can you support?  
Some OPM providers enforce stringent minimum enrollment requirements before they’ll 
consider launching a new program. Others consider launch enrollment levels holistically, as 
part of  a broader strategy for building your leadership across a field of  study.

How will you address the unique challenges of my program, discipline,  
or field of study?  
For example, in the health professions, how do you organize and manage clinicals? In 
STEM programs, how do you support lab components? How do you address the unique 
needs of  a Ph.D. program in my specific field?

How do you help us manage regulatory issues associated with the programs we 
will develop and operate?  
Are you staffed and resourced to help us with gaining essential state authorizations to 
offer our new programs? Can you help with the complexities of  gaining SARA (State 
Authorization Reciprocity Agreement) interstate approvals?

Please discuss how you’ll help us shape our strategy.  
As we’ll discuss in the Plan Together section, in-depth, upfront research is crucial to 
identifying programs, prospects, messages, and channels. Ask your potential partner how 
they perform this research, who performs it, and for significant examples of  how it has 
shaped prior engagements.

What is your experience with today’s radically new marketing environment?  
Today, potential students learn about and access institutions in new ways. They’re often 
approaching a decision before institutions even know they exist. How well does the OPM 
provider understand today’s prospects? How effectively does it use new social, mobile, 
and digital channels?

Who will manage the partnership on your behalf?  
If  I have a problem (or opportunity), who do I call? What resources will I have access to? 
How often will we meet? How will we track progress? We’ll address these issues in depth 
later, in Execute Together.
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Who will work with us day to day?  
What’s the makeup of  the workforce that will support my program? (Experience? 
Qualifications? Turnover?) What do you insource? What do you outsource? How do you 
manage tasks you outsource?

How will you integrate all the functions required to make an online  
program work?  
Prospects want to move smoothly from enrollment through graduation. Failure to 
integrate admissions, enrollment, and student retention functions can be very costly. Ask 
potential partners how they ensure smooth integration and unified accountability. This can 
be of  particular concern if  a provider proposes to perform only selected tasks, leading to 
multiple handoffs with you and/or other providers.

How will you help us improve and change over time?  
How will your OPM provider help you assess efficacy and improve student outcomes? 
How will it help you build your own skillsets? Expand, grow, and evolve your program? 
Implement new best practices? Identify new opportunities? We’ll discuss this in more detail 
later, in the Grow and Evolve Together section. 

What will you expect from us?  
What do we need to commit in terms of  staffing, time, institutional resources, attitudes, 
money, leadership? What else?
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How will we work together to make sure you represent us well?  
Typically, the OPM provider presents itself  as the face of  the institution in marketing, 
enrollment, and student retention. How does it ensure that you will be represented well, 
in full alignment with your brand and culture?

How are you financed? What if your financing arrangements change?  
Some OPM companies are funded by venture capital investors who expect accelerated 
profitability and want well-defined exit strategies. In other cases, OPM businesses are 
deeply exposed to the vagaries of  public markets. Each scenario introduces uncertainties; 
ask how your partner expects to manage these risks. Conversely, if  an OPM business is 
part of  a larger global business, ask how you can be confident that it will remain an area of  
strategic focus and continued investment. 

Will you protect my intellectual property?  
Who owns content created by you or your faculty? Who owns courseware that combines 
institutional- and OPM-owned content? What happens after the agreement ends? Is the 
institution ever required to use the OPM provider’s content? (The right answer to the 
last question is, of  course, “No.” You want total flexibility to use the content your faculty 
believes is most instructionally appropriate, whatever its source.)

How do you handle conflicts of interests with other institutions you serve?  
Is the OPM organized to avoid conflicts and fully protect your proprietary information? 
How does the OPM avoid competitive relationships that could oversaturate your market?

Why do you want to work with our institution?  
Just as you may not be the best fit for every student, so too with OPM relationships. You 
and your partner should align in terms of  goals, culture, and capabilities. Why does your 
potential partner believe that fit exists?



PLAN 
TOGETHER
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Once you’ve selected a partner,  
the next step is to plan your new program. 
At this stage, performing comprehensive and objective research will be critical  
to your success.

Several years ago, institutions capable of  launching an accredited program online were 
highly likely to succeed: high, pent-up demand was served by relatively few institutions. 
Now, however, many online niches have been filled. It’s likely that you do have excellent 
opportunities, but they may not always be the ones you expect. Even if  they are, you’ll 
need a well-thought-out plan for leveraging them.

At the outset of  the relationship, it’s usually best if  both the OPM provider and the 
institution establish cross-functional teams to lead both planning and execution. 
Cross-functional teams can help avoid the inefficiencies and miscommunication often 
encountered by “siloed” organizations. 

The OPM provider’s cross-functional team should bring together specialists in roles such 
as marketing, recruitment, student support, course development, and instructional design. 
While its membership is likely to evolve throughout the partnership lifecycle, it should 
offer substantial continuity for several years to come, contributing to a shared knowledge 
base of  “how we got here,” “why we made these decisions together,” and “what’s worked 
and what hasn’t.”
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The success of  your OPM provider partnership will be firmly rooted in its deep alignment 
with your institution. Therefore, your OPM team’s first goal should be to thoroughly 
understand your needs, goals, culture, personalities, and how you really operate: all that’s 
relevant to building a successful program around your unique strengths.

At this planning stage, you should expect your provider to perform comprehensive 
secondary research. This research should encompass relevant programs, degrees, degree 
types, rankings, online and search presence, brand awareness, competition, geographical 
reach, student demand and behavior, employer demand, accreditation requirements, 
emerging trends, and more. 

Your OPM provider should be capable of  integrating all this data with its own analytical 
methods, drawing heavily on its own experience. Your own institutional counterparts 
should understand the provider’s approach to secondary research, and actively contribute 
its own data and insights throughout the process.

You should also expect your OPM provider to perform extensive primary research. This 
will usually take the form of  an in-depth on-site analysis by its academics and researchers, 
including extensive interviews with administrators, faculty, staff, and students. 

Your OPM provider needs to discover what’s in the minds 
and hearts of the people who make you unique: the people 
who conceive your programs, teach them, and lead them. 
If you already have students in related programs, your 
OPM provider should seek to understand them just as 
thoroughly. Why did they apply and enroll? What has been 
their experience? When and why did dropouts leave?
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Some of  what your OPM provider learns throughout this primary research process won’t 
surprise you. However, chances are, some will—and those surprises are likely to be critical 
to your success. 

At this stage, one powerful research technique is to construct a complete lifecycle map 
that follows students from first inquiry through graduation. By combining this map with 
the OPM provider’s best practice experience, both parties can uncover gaps and fix 
inefficiencies long before new online programs “go live.”

With research complete, expect your OPM provider to construct specific 
recommendations for programs, degrees, business models, and more. Those 
recommendations should stand at the intersection of  marketplace potential and faculty 
desire. At most institutions, if  the research has been done well, it is likely to identify more 
programs and combinations of  programs than the institution expects. This wider base 
helps you build a sustainable program more quickly and can protect you against  
market shifts.

Choosing programs is only the beginning. Your OPM provider should also systematically 
prepare to market them. Expect to see a detailed strategy document that articulates each 
proposed program’s unique characteristics, and identifies specific audience segments and 
messaging strategies for each. You should have a timely and well-structured opportunity 
to offer feedback and make adjustments—for example, if  the OPM provider proposes a 
program you can’t realistically staff right now.

Once approved, this strategy document should inform everything the OPM provider does 
to brand, market, and promote each program. It should also be tightly linked to detailed 
performance in the OPM provider’s contract. In other words, both parties should be 
confident that the finished plan can be delivered successfully and sustainably. Until both 
parties reach this shared understanding, neither should sign an agreement.



EXECUTE 
TOGETHER
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Now that there’s a plan,  
you and your OPM partner need to execute on it. 
There are, of  course, many nuts-and-bolts issues associated with transforming a plan 
into reality. Here, we focus on this part of  the process—and especially the critical 
communication and collaboration aspects of  building an effective partnership.

The OPM provider’s cross-functional team should be responsible for performance, 
based on the shared-outcomes and implementation plan you’ve both agreed upon. 
That plan should include detailed schedules and structures for each step of  the rollout. 
It should also include a complete enrollment and financial plan, encompassing student 
admission and enrollment targets, number of  graduates, tuition income, net income,  
and other fiscal targets. 

To ensure continuity, your cross-functional team should continue to work closely with 
the research and marketing experts who built the original plan. However, your provider’s 
systems should be fully firewalled: teams serving other institutions should never see your 
proprietary information.

OPM team members shown in the inner circle below—including marketing managers 
and student advisors—should work directly with your counterparts to implement and 
manage marketing and student support. Of  course, your institution should also assign 
key points of  contact and accountability, including leadership advocates prepared to help 
overcome obstacles and support execution. Meanwhile, unless you’ve decided to create 
your own courseware, your OPM’s instructional designers should be working closely 
with faculty to create effective instructional designs and plan ways to maximize student 
engagement and retention. 
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For each function, institutional and OPM provider counterparts should meet regularly 
—typically, weekly—to review progress, discuss problems, find solutions, and coordinate 
next steps. These ongoing, highly collaborative meetings are indispensable for gradually 
building trust. They help both parties quickly address issues such as:

• Are faculty getting the right support? 

• Is marketing content accurately representing your brand identity? 

• Are students encountering problems at any stage—e.g., admissions, payment, course 
registration, advising?

• Are interfaces between your institution’s systems and the OPM provider’s  
working properly?

“Institutions are more likely to succeed where we give 
faculty true incentives to think about new ways to deliver 
courses or entire programs, and all the help  
they need to create those new experiences.”

 
—Jeff Selingo 

Best-selling author of  College (Un)Bound  
and former top editor, The Chronicle of  Higher Education

A typical issue that might arise at this level: the OPM provider’s enrollment advisors or 
student services specialists identify a new course that’s filling up faster than expected.  
A discussion ensues: What will happen when it fills? Could we provide more instructors  
and/or support so students won’t be turned away? Can we help make that happen, perhaps  
by identifying potential adjunct faculty for your consideration? Or should we keep the enrollment 
cap for now and revisit this later? What are the best steps we can take together to ensure  
a great experience for both students and faculty?
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Strong, collegial leadership
As soon as both parties agree on a plan, the OPM provider should assign a seasoned 
senior manager to lead its team, and to collaborate especially closely with the  
institution’s academic leadership. 

The relationship between the OPM provider’s leader and your academic leadership is 
critical, and must be based on candid communication and deep transparency. In our 
experience, the institution’s leadership should expect weekly progress reports on key 
aspects of  the project, individual programs, and the overall relationship. Metrics should  
be a key element of  this ongoing coordination, with both parties having access to a shared 
“dashboard” for tracking ongoing performance and quickly surfacing issues. 

Both parties should bring emerging issues to the table, and discuss how to manage them 
collegially and collaboratively. For example: Are interim targets being met? If  not, why  
not, and how can we quickly address the causes? If  students are already enrolled, what  
are the students and faculty telling us about their experience? Have new competitors 
suddenly emerged?

A typical issue that might arise at this level: the institution is moving toward an agreement 
with a major local employer to provide education as part of  employee development. As 
the agreement nears, the institution and OPM provider should discuss questions like: 
Which programs may see the greatest enrollment increases? How can they be planned 
for? What indirect impacts are likely—for example, on student services?

Another typical issue: the OPM provider might identify a growing number of  prospects 
who want to enter a program immediately, rather than waiting for a new semester. 
Without these options, some may go elsewhere. A discussion ensues, which might be 
joined by other experts from the OPM organization: Can we add new entry points? Can 
we construct them to smooth faculty workloads instead of  increasing them? How can we 
ensure that students joining a program mid-semester get the right advising? What are the 
practical implications for issues such as graduation statistics and financial aid? Down the 
road, might there be opportunities to modularize curricula and offer interim credentials?



GROW 
and 

EVOLVE 
TOGETHER
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Now that you've launched, keep moving forward.
Congratulations! You’ve established a strong foundation of  trust with your OPM partner 
and launched an online program that is successfully serving students. These are great 
accomplishments. But your marketplace won’t stand still. Students’ learning needs and 
preferences will evolve. Employers will identify new skills. Whole new industries will arise. 
You’ll have important new opportunities: both to launch new offerings and to improve 
what you’re already doing.

Whatever the issues, it’s important to provide structured mechanisms for ongoing 
strategic oversight. One proven approach is to plan a strategic steering committee 
review every semester. At this review, the OPM provider summarizes each program’s 
status and proposes possible course corrections—ranging from adjustments in curricula 
and admission requirements, to potential new concentrations, to new responses to 
competitors. This is also an important opportunity to discuss emerging trends, and ways 
to position the institution to take advantage of  them. 

Often, one effective strategy is to extend your offerings through “suites and verticals.” For 
example, if  you already offer online MBA programs specializing in finance and marketing, 
you might add concentrations focused on international business and accounting. You might 
also move down to the undergraduate level, introducing an online Bachelor’s degree in 
Business Administration.

Whatever your approach to expansion, it should again be research-driven, reflecting 
detailed evaluations of  potential students and your overall marketplace, objective 
assessments of  your current capabilities, and meaningful program differentiators that 
students want and will understand.
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As your OPM partner relationship matures and progresses, 
you might also work together to:
• Implement new instructional approaches and modalities; e.g., hybrid/blended programs 

that seamlessly combine on-ground and online elements; modularized education in 
shorter, stackable components; deeper, assessment-driven course personalization; 
Competency-Based Education (CBE); and flexible repurposing of  content for multiple 
credit and non-credit purposes. 

• Establish new educational relationships, e.g., corporate agreements to provide 
education as an employee benefit. Your OPM partner should have resources to help 
you uncover more of  these relationships, beyond those you can initiate on your own.

• Grow a base of  “repeat customers”: students who have already succeeded in another 
program of  yours. (This can link to the “suites and verticals” strategy we have already 
discussed; you are encouraging students to move up or horizontally from the base of  
education you have already helped them establish.)

• Identify retention problems and implement emerging alternative solutions.

• Identify and then revise or replace programs that no longer serve market needs.

• Improve processes to benefit from economies of  scale.

• Apply new best practices; e.g., those identified at non-competitive institutions served 
by the OPM. Ask your potential OPM partner about opportunities to cross-pollinate 
ideas with other non-competitive institutions it serves.

• Evolve your marketing and branding efforts to reflect new channels (e.g., social, 
mobile), changing audience preferences, and emerging methods (e.g., advanced  
data analytics).

• Identify new ways for the OPM to help you build your internal expertise; for example, 
better ways to run clinicals online or opportunities to take greater responsibility for 
course development.
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Arizona State University and Pearson Embanet:  
What a Great OPM Partnership Looks Like
To see what a truly outstanding long-term OPM partnership can look like, consider Arizona 
State University and Pearson Embanet. One of  the world’s top 100 universities, ASU’s 
online bachelor’s degree programs are rated among the nation’s ten best. ASU now offers 
70+ undergraduate and graduate degrees entirely online, providing non-traditional students 
with high-quality online degree programs that are rigorous, engaging, and affordable. 

In 2010, ASU partnered with us to enhance and rapidly expand online learning, contributing 
to a superior student experience and high graduation rates. We also provide enrollment 
services for ASU undergraduate online degree programs, including student engagement, 
retention, and support. Our prospect generation services and admission services help ASU 
reach and engage students more effectively throughout the enrollment process.

In June 2014, ASU and Starbucks announced the groundbreaking College Achievement 
Plan (CAP), which offers eligible Starbucks employees full tuition reimbursement. Pearson 
provides a wide range of  student services to seamlessly support the influx of  online 
students that this program is generating. 

In establishing ASU Online, the Arizona Board of  Regents projected growth from 3,000 to 
30,000 online students by 2020. ASU selected Pearson as a partner to fulfill this goal, due 
to Pearson’s unique approach to combining high growth with academic rigor. Pearson’s 
delivery model encompasses a breadth of  meaningful services and resources designed to 
enable superior learning outcomes.

Our partnership applies real-time assessment and analytics data to measure and evaluate 
student performance. The result is seen in thousands of  success stories. Since partnering 
with Pearson, ASU Online’s enrollment has increased by 325%, and 4,000+ students have 
already completed their degrees.

“Online learning is very demanding… the more support 
students receive, the better their learning outcomes and 
overall experience will be.”

 
—Philip Regier 

Executive Vice Provost and Dean, ASU Online
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Your online journey will take you to places you can’t even 
imagine right now. 
At Pearson Embanet, we’ve helped more great institutions succeed on that journey than 
anyone else. 

We view each partnership as an extraordinary privilege, and we’re profoundly grateful 
for our partners’ continuing trust. Every institution we have partnered with is unique, with 
unique strengths, goals, and cultures. Every one of  our partnerships has been unique as 
well—and always will be.  

Helping our partners has been a remarkable journey for us, too. Every day, we learn more 
about building programs that strengthen institutions, help faculty teach, and help students 
make progress in their lives through learning. 

In this guide, we’ve brought together as much of  our wisdom as possible. But the best way 
to share what we’ve learned is to talk to us. 

We invite you to contact us for a free consultation. Bring us your challenges, and your 
concerns. Discover how we can help you on your journey to online success.

To find out more, to speak with us, or to request a 
consultation, please visit pearsoned.com/opm/contact-us.

http://www.pearsoned.com/opm/contact-us
http://www.pearsoned.com/opm/contact-us

